Let D be a band, i.e. a semigroup consisting of idempotents. An associative ring R is said to be /¿-graded if R = ©¡, eö Rb-, the direct sum of additive groups, and R a R>, C R a^ for any a, b £ B. A survey of papers concerning band graded rings was given in [10] . Here we mention only more recent articles [11]-[13] , [19] . If each ring /?,(, has an identity 11,, and 1 0 1(, = l a (, for any a,b then the ring II = Rb is called a special band graded ring, or a special X?-graded ring. This concept was introduced in [19] . In the case of commutative B special band graded rings were considered earlier in [1] , [6] , [27] , [30] and other papers. Special band graded rings have found effective applications to the study of distributive and semiprimitive semigroup rings ( [29] , [9] ), and to the investigations of the radicals of semigroup rings of CliiTord semigroups ( [27] ), orlhogroups ([28] ), and commutative semigroups ([7] , [14] )-First, let us turn to semilocal special band graded rings. A ring R is said to be semilocal if the quotient ring R/.J(R) is right Artinian, where J(R) is the Jacobson radical of R. Semilocal semigroup rings were considered in [20] , [22] and [31] .
A band is called a semilattice (a rectangular band; a left zero band; a right zero band) if it satisfies the identity xy = yx (xyx = x; xy = x; X V = V)• Let be a semilattice. A band B is said to be a semilattice S of The following example shows that the converse is not true. Given that \ hgh = 1 h \ g \ h and x £ I s , we get lhgh^hgh = 0. Hence \ g xyl g = 0, that is xy £ I sl . Thus I s Qt C I st , which means that I is a right ideal in R. By duality, I is a left ideal of R, as well. Thus I is an ideal of R.
The inclusion I C J(R) immediately follows from the description of the Jacobson radical of a special band graded ring which was obtained in [19] .
Here we give a separate proof. Every ring I s is radical, since = 0; and I = ® s€5 / s is a semiiaUice graded ring. Theorem 3.2 of [1] shows that the radical class of the .lacobsou radical is closed under formation of semilattice graded rings. Therefore / is radical. Sincc J{ R) contains all the radical ideals of R, we get J(R) D I.
Evidently Let / be the natural liomomorphism of R onto R/I. Since -\ g G I a for every g,li £ II s , then /(l/J = /(and it is easily seen that f(l g ) coincides with the identity of F s .
Now take any s,t € S, g € II 3 , h € Ilf Then f(l g )f(l h ) = /(l.,U) = /(l fl A). This shows that f{l g )f{l h )
is equal to the identity of F s i-Tlicrefore R/I = (& S £ S F s is a special band graded ring.
LEMMA 3 ([31], Proposition 1.3). Let S be a semilattice, F = © a£5 F s a semilattice graded ring, F s / J(F S ) for every s 6 S. Then F is semilocal if and only if F is finite and all F s are semilocal.
Proof of Theorem 1. Define in R the ideal I as in Lemma 2. Since I C J(R), then R is semilocal if and only if F = R/I is semilocal. By Lemma 2 F =-® s€S F s is a special semilattice graded ring, and F a -Rh,-Since h s was taken arbitrarily, F s = R(, for every 6 £ II s . Besides F a / J(F a ) because F a has an identity. Therefore Lemma 3 yields that R is semilocal if and only if S is finite and all Rb are semilocal.
LEMMA 4 ([6]). Let S be a finite semilattice and R = © sg5 R s a special semilattice graded ring. Then R is isomorphic to the direct product R a .
Proof of Theorem 2. Let a band B be a semilattice S of rectangular bands II a . Define in R the ideal I as in Lemma 2. If R is local, then Theorem 1 implies that S is finite. By Lemma 2 the quotient ring F = R/I is a special semilatticc graded ring, F = rises^»' w h cre Fa -Rh, for h a € II a -Lemma 4 tells us that F = f^es F a . Since all F a have identities, F can be local only if 5' is a singleton, i.e. B is a rectangular band. Now let B be a rectangular band. Then R is local if and only if F = R/I is local. Lemma 2 tells us that F = Rh for every h € B. Hence R is local if and only if all Rb arc local. For the scalarly localness the proof is analogous. Proof. We shall use the induction by n = |S|. If n = 1, then S = {s}, I = I s and the claim is obvious. Let n > 1. Choose in 5 a maximal element m and put T = S\ {m}, A' = h• Then T is a semilattice, |T| = n -1, and by the induction assumption K is nilpotent. It is routine to verify that T is an ideal of S. Hence I is an extension of its ideal I( by the nilpotent I m . Therefore I is nilpotent.
The following lemma is proved in [19] , the proof of Theorem 3.1, steps (i) and (ii). Each set hT e docs not contain at least one of them. Ilence Mn+1 = {h G Gn | gj hT e } is infinite for some j, 1 < j < c + 2. Then we put hn+\ = gj, Gn+1 = Mn+1 \ hn+iT e We claim that hi ^ hjT e for any positive integers i £ j. li i < j, then hj € Gj C Gj, because G\ D G2 D Then the choice of Gi implies hi <£ hjT e . On the other hand, if i > j, then hjT e f\G{ C hjT e n Gj = 0. Therefore again hi £ hjT e , because hi G G,.
LEMMA G (19]
Consider the elements c,-= 1 iH -1^. for ¿ = 2,3, Given that II is a right zero band, we get ej = 1/,, -1 hlhi -l^.^ + U, = 0. Let Ii = e.il 1 . It is easy to see that supp(/l) C h\T e U hiT e , because B = T U IIm and eiRb = 0 for any b e JIm. Since hi $ U2<i?i« su PPUj) = su PP(©2<i#i it follows that /, % ©2<j?!i h-Therefore we get an infinite ascending chain /2C/2+/3C/2I/3I I\ C ... and an infinite descending chain ®2<t-U D ©3<t ^ • • • i' 1 R-The contradiction shows that the fmitencss of D is necessary for R to lie right Artinian or Noetherian.
